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it'I‘his-xinvention relates .:to 'collators and; pri 
rmai‘ilyatozdevicesriof this typeidesigned and in 
--.~;tendedltoebe.usedzin businessf‘o?ices for‘thergroup 
:1 ing' aofcsheets. 

Machines-21501‘. collatingisheets: have heretofore 
been designed; suggestedyand placed ‘in? use ' but, 
onitheumostspart; such machines have‘: beenpf 
‘atheracomplicatedsdesigm anclzhave-p furthermore 

1- tbeen: generallyzvof .zsuchztcharacterj;that" they hire 
:r;¢'quently::aceased etoriunction wsatisfactorilysz after 

‘elativelmshortmeriods of: 1158501‘ :wererunableato 
unction isatisfactori'lygin:collating sheets 0131061‘ 

.. ain grades;5types::and~. weightscf paper. 
wilt-is well k-nowmtov those engaged in thezmanu 

‘E: ifacturez andrsoperation :of? machines. forié-feeding 
sheets that it is azldif?cultrmatterrto-wfeedgzcertain 

::types" of; sheets under: anycon‘ditionsxand..alsdthat 
casheetsnwhichsmay ‘be zfed'swithoutz di?icultyunder 
":~.<favorable-conditions= may; be fed; only'vwithi di?i 

ulty; or= notxatell; under: unfavorable conditions. 
heets o? certain :gradestmay be'fed satisfactorily 

' a 

---.'.di-?ieulty after ; they r have‘ ribeen ; printed. The 
.T;f.eeding- of :certaintypesof sheets-maybe rendered 
:a:;-most§-;,di?icult by;unfavorablewchanges in atmos 
z'éphericr cOnditionsand-theypresence of electric 
.phargesr'commonly: knownvas static. Av collator 

i: toabeze?ective. must, of ‘course, - be operative with 
grades of paperiunder all. operating/conditions 

nd one >~reason1why.-machines. of :this type ‘have 
not-‘heretofore ‘been. widely usedpandzhand collat 
ing is ,stillzlargely practiced~,~ is {because of vthe-fact 

~-~;that.~-such machines-as have heretofore-been em 
v.aployedihavetnot operated satisfactorily under- all 
ewworkingconditions. ‘ 

‘l-l‘yThe-eobjrect; of’ the present.- invention to :pro 
a’. ‘collatingsmachine- ; of simple .- character, 

hich=is:.compact,~ may. ‘be fabricated. at low-cost, 
sktdurable. 2' and 1‘ which »will- effectively .feedl. . and 
perategunder allxordinary-working: vconditions. 

: Thexleading- edges of the various ‘sheets. which. are 
.-;z-;simultaneously:~fed; at a-single operation ‘ ofet'he 
-;.-machine are‘; brought togethen-or approximately 
cdzogether; ; at: a‘: station. freadily accessiblettcsthe 

* perator. of ‘the-machine, and‘ in such manner- that 
hes:operatorv maytesimultaneously agrasp. rall- »of 
he; sheets thus-fed. :It hasqheretofore been- sug 

. ested~ that'guidev-means may v‘be. employed ~vfor 
uidingrtoiazcommon; grasping‘ station theelead 
gizedgessofa-series of sheets simultaneously fed 

rom; a rpluralitysofe piles Fy-to . a 1 common point - or 

station.‘ i:.:-By such-ameanstsheetsvfed from avplu 
ality.» o?pilesidispo'sed‘in a-vertical-series ~of~piles 
ay:.beg- guided: .torthe point at which they-are-to 

., eedingepf light-sheets *underscertain. conditions, 
“grasped-shut .is. sometimes. occurs‘ thatfincthe 55 
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the movements'fof the'she'etsalong a‘ sheet guide 
. riseimpededsor prevented because. of "statie'and in 
other instances sliding movement of‘thefshe'ets 

--'up0_n eachpther causes, them to cling‘ together. 
One objective ‘of the present invention'istopro 

":xvideman improved...means for ‘insuring "that'rthe 
~ leading edges .of all Tof the, sheets ‘of a serie'slsimul 
ataneously.-»fed lfrom ' av plurality "of" piles'j'will 
de?nitely reach a point .or ‘stationatwhi‘chf‘they 

10. may/be conveniently .graspedj 'by'ithe“ operator, 
which means is not subject to" the ‘objections 

.ywhichs-haven-been, heretofore -directed ‘against 
> ~.-e-arlier.- machines- ~oflthis. general, type. 

i-I'I‘he vertical series of pile‘ supporting members, 
15' if.».there are asubs-tantialnumber .in the series; ‘as 
a?iers-instance-..eight;..,may. be" divided 'into""two 
..~groups,- an upper group and a lower group.“ The 
v"leading edges ,of ‘sheets delivered ‘ simultaneously 
wfromsthesupper. group may be" received'upon a 

29 *table andrthe tablemay'then be moved forwardly 
witht-the sheets?toithe. grasping station. “The 
sheets of the-lower group of piles maybe received 

’ 1‘ upon, antable. as. they, are . simultaneously'fed for 

- ‘ward-and hence drop downwardly under their own 
25:‘vveight and? ‘at/onlabout the end of the feeding 
r-.movement;~.this ‘rocking or. ‘tilting table; may?be 
~.~.actuated,»~_to- rotate-‘about an . axis and‘ to lift ‘the 
irleading-iedges ofmthe 'sheets which have‘: beerr‘de 
posited~~ upon. itsto lthe grasping station. "Either 

30 or: both: of wthese' devices may .be' ‘employed and, 
1: wheneboth are employed, theleading ‘edges of all 
.wthe-sheetsrsimultaneously fed from a substantial 
~:number of- piles arranged in a vertical series may 
be: precisely rfed to the- grasping station’, . quite‘rre 

35...:gard1ess: .~ of mthe ..nature and. condition ‘of' ‘the 
msheets and theoperating. conditions .‘Which. exist. 

The invention .embod-ies a..numb.er of‘ features 
1 10f: entirelyqznovel - and . distinctive ‘character; ' in 

r ‘eluding-ran improved‘. sheet yfeedingi deviceihaving 
4:0,::rubber.orteompositiont sheet. gripping elem'ents'of 
rgnovelv'rformation, vreadily- attach'ableeand. hence 
~.~::r.eadi,ly replaceablerwhentthey become smooth, 
.hardeormtherwise ineffective. .Novel..-means. is 

. ;:=provided-.-.for: rendering the‘ sheet feeding-l1‘ device 
45: associated~with any-particular .fpile support "'in 
Tgoperativesimorderthatlthe sheetg‘ripping element 
":‘ShalLIlOt engage- and! slide .back. andiforthlimon 
tithe ‘stationary sheet support when. noj'sheéts are 

I 1: present. . Gther novel .features will. beapparent. 
50 alnrthe-accompanyingdrawingsapreferrediem 

- :‘bodiment- of~the invention .is..il1ustrated and this 
-: r. embodiment-‘1 will he : described. .. in .dBtai1.."TIt Will 
U be understood that the-.inventionis ,notdimited to 
.r.~..-thatn<form; thereof which hasbeen set forth .by 

of rexample rbutxthat, .in; adapting ".the- same 
1/. to 1the: feeding ofrlpapers .- oflrvariousi, types. and 
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in the arrangement and size, numerous changes 
elements may be effected. design of its component 

In the drawings: 
Figure l is a side elevation of the apparatus, 

the protective and ornamental casing not being 
shown in order that the elements of the mecha 
nism which are normally hidden may be clearly 
perceived, and portion of the mechanism being 
broken away, for the same reason; 

Figure 2 is a similar view but showing the op 
erating parts of the machine in different posi- 

tions; . 
Figure 3 is a view of the machme from the 

front, certain elements thereof having been re 
moved in order that others may be more clearly 7 

observed; I l ' . 

Figure 4 is a seot'on on line 4-4 of Figure 1; 
Figure 5 is a top plan view of a carriage form 

ing portion of the operating mechanism; ' 
‘Figures 6 and 7 are side and top plan views 

respectively of a preferred form of sheet feed 
ing device; ‘ 
Figure 8 is a perspective view of portion of such 

sheet feeding device; 
' Figure 9 is a fragmentary view of several of 
the paper pile supporting members, with means 
for maintaining the associated pusher elements 
in inoperative position; and D 

Figure 10 is a section on line 10-10 of Fig 

ure 9. g , 

The frame of the collator shown in the draw 
ings comprises four principal upright members 
or legs, indicated at l0, connected by suitable 

‘ bracing members to render the structure stable. 
7 The upper ends of the four corner'members or 

parallel horizontally ex-y 
Supported upon the 

members II are the four corner pieces 
Hi and [5 of the upper portion of the 

apparatus, and suitably secured to these four 
uprights, as by screws or by welding, are the 
several pile supporting platforms of a vertical 
series ‘of horizontally disposed pile supporting 
platforms i'l upon which, respectively, may be 

, placed piles of sheets to be collated, a series of 
such' piles for instance being indicated at P to 
P7 in Figure l of the drawings. The piles P, P1, 
P2 and P3,, which are the uppermost four piles 
of the series of eight piles, may be designated 
piles of the upper group and the lower group 

P6 and P7. These 
piles may be positioned either by inserting them 
from the'front or from the rear of the machine, 

‘ the ends of the pile receiving bins being always 
open at the front and also open at the rear un 
less closed by a cover sheet or casing. 

Positioned above each of the pile supports so 
as to be movable along a path parallel to the 
top sheet of each pile is a sheet feeding device, 
these devices being indicated at S, S1. S2, S3, S4, 
S5, S6 and S". Each comprises a metallic mem 
ber such as that shown in detail in Figures 6, 7 
and 8. The elongated, forwardly extending main 
portion 20 of each sheet feeding device has trans 
versely extending integral webs 2! at its rear end, 
terminating in downturned ?anges or ears 22, 
these cars 22 being provided, respectively, with 
aligned circular openings 23. Extending later 
ally from member 20 adjacent its forward'end, 
in opposite directions; are arms 24 and 25, the 
ends of which are slotted as at 26. Rubber or 
composition sheet engaging and gripping ele 
ments are indicated at 21. Each of these com 
prises a lower portion 28 having a rounded sheet 
engaging undersurface, an upper portion 29, and 
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4 
an intermediate rib 3!] connecting portion 29 to 
the sheet engaging portion 28, the width of the 
rib being substantially the same as the width of 
the slot 26 in the associated arm of the feeding 
device. A gripping element 27 may be readily 
assembled with one of the sheet feeding devices 
by inserting, the'end of-rib 30 ‘in ionei'of the slots 
'26 and sliding the gripping element longitudi 
nally of the arm of the feeding element until it 
reaches the position in which it is shown in Fig 
ure 8. When one of the gripping elements 21 be 
comes smooth or worn, hard or otherwise defec 

_ tive, it may be quickly removed and replaced by 

20 

40 

a new element. As these are the only elements 
which may wear or deteriorate over a long period 
of time, the collator may be very easily kept in 
serviceable condition. 
Each of the feeding devices is operatively con 

nected to means for moving it horizontally and 
longitudinally of the bin in which it is located 
on its sheet feeding and return strokes‘. From 
an inspection of Figures 1, 3 and 4 it-will be ob 
served that the rear end of each such device is 
mounted upon a horizontally disposedrod, the 
several rods being indicated at, R, R1, R2, R3, R4, 
Rr’f, R6 and R", each rod passing through the 
aligned apertures 23 of the associated feeding de 
vice and each such device beingtherefore sup 
ported at its rear end in such manner as. to be 
free to rotate about its support so that the prin 
cipal portion of the weight of the feeding device, 
including the two sheet gripping elements 21 as 
sociated therewith, rests upon the top sheet of 
the pile over which the feeding device is to work 
in the operation of the machine. 
As the height of each pile decreases in the op 

eration of the machine, the sheet gripping ele 
ments of devices S, S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6 and S7 
descend correspondingly each being at all times 
in engagement with the top sheet of the pile 
below. The ends of the severalrods R, R1, R2, 

, R3, R4, R5, R6 and R7 are mounted in a recipro 
' eating frame which includes the parallel verti 
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cally disposed upright members 33. The upper 
ends of these members are connected by the cross 
rod‘ 34 and the lower ends are attached as by 
screws 35 to a carriage generally indicated atC. 
This carriage may be most clearly observed in 
Figure 5 and is seen to comprise a generally rec 
tilinear frame which includes the U -shaped mem 
ber 36 and the connecting ‘cross member 31. 

Studs 38 extending outwardly from the parallel 
legs or side members of the U-shaped' part 36 
support rollers 39 and two of the series ‘of four 
rol1ers39 rest upon ‘each horizontal supporting 
rail tll'which are disposed in parallel relation and * 
the ends of which are connected, respectively, to 
the upright legs ll] of the frame. Disposed above, 
and parallel to the supporting rails All, are the 
guard or con?ning rails 4|, which prevent dis 
lodgment of the rollers and displacement of the 
carriage C_. The means for limiting the move 
ments of the carriage includes the rubber cush 
ioning members indicated at 42' and 43, respec 
tively, which are positioned to strike the rear 
?anges of angle members In when the carriage 
is at the end of its rearward travel. The free 
ends of the U-shaped member 36 contact the for 
ward legs 10 to limit the ‘forward travel of the 
carriage, as indicated in dotted lines in Figure 5. 
To the downwardly extending and laterally'o?‘set 
terminal ends of the upright members. 33 of the 
reciprocating frame are connected the ends of 

- links 45 and the opposite ends of these links are 
75 connected to the upper ends of the parallel legs 



fjfrof aid-shapedlever-‘ll?, the legs of’ this lever being 
pivotally‘mounted' upon‘ theshort studs 4‘! sup 

~ ported- in‘ the_jtransv_erse horizontally extending 
frame members 1480f the machine. Theilever is 
thus mounted for rocking movement about a-hori 

"uzontaljaxis. The lower ends ‘of-the legs of lever 
{"46 are connected by afoot or treadle bar-~56. ‘ A 
"‘coiledtension spring 5| acts 'upon lever ?at-all 
“ ' times and'norr'nally draws this lever into theposi 
'_‘_tion‘inj'whichv it is shown in-Figure 1, so that the 
ficarriage C‘is in’ its ‘rearmost-position, likewise 
' 1 the‘ reciprocating frame ‘ moimted upon‘v the rear 
“riage'and‘upon which the ends of the sheet‘feed 
' elementsupporting- bars R; R1; R2; R3; R‘ifRii, 
'v" R?'and R7 are mounted. Obviously, whenthe op 
erator presses his foot against‘ the cross 1321*"58 

'_“'and_'moves this bar rearwardly the spring 5!‘ will 
’ beie'irtended and ‘the lever 136 will‘ be rocked from 
fjthe ‘position in which it isoshown in Figure 1 'to 
""the'po‘sition vin whichit is shown in‘ Figure 2;“the’? 
jfl'ecipro'catin'gframe ‘33- will‘be moved forwardly 
'j'afndithe‘ several sheet feeding-devices will ‘be si 
niultaneously‘actuated, *movingto the positions 

‘ fin‘ which they are'shown in Figure 2. - ‘ ' 

f'fThe'operation'which has just been described 
Q isjafsheetfeeding operationand as airesult‘of this 
{operation the "top sheet of each pile will‘ belied 
'forwardly‘and out of the housing'which contains 
vthe vertical series of piles. If the leading ends‘of 

f‘thefSheetstarethen ~grasped by-thejoperato'r all " 
fo‘f them‘ maybe‘ readily and completely with 
"jjdra'wn‘, whereupon the sheet-‘gripping elements 2'! 
"will descend,‘ respectively; "and engage " the next 
uppermost sheets of'the' several piles."_"I‘he oper 

"ator'will‘then'release the treadle bar'?ll and spring 
_. 5|,Will7withdraw' the'reciprocatingirame to its 

i rearr'nost position, effecting‘ the‘ ‘simultaneous re 
'} traction of all Of the sheet‘feeding devices and 

; ‘restoring them to initial position. ' 
> fIrijFigure 2’ of the ‘drawings all‘of the'sheet' 

'- feeding ‘devices 'are shown‘in'the positions" which 
"theyoccupy at the ends of their feeding "strokes 
;.ai'id the leading ends, of the sheets whichhave 
._ just'been-projected by the feeding mechanism are 
shown to be collected or, gathered together _" at 

‘ v.'_'vvhat may be designated a collecting'station, gen 
cyeerallyhindicated at. T, so that they may all be ' 
; dil'y (grasped byljthehoperator of the'machine. 
leItv-willibe'rseen that the leading ends of the four 
,fuppermost sheets are supported upon amember‘ ‘ 
;;~;,;whi_ch;may bev designated a reciprocating table 
keandvwhich is indicated by the numeral .55. The 
afleading: ends of the rfoursheets of the lowermost 

r ,grQupLofsheets jareshown to be. resting upon a‘ 
member: 156, which‘may be designated a rocking 

:2 table. "I‘hereciprocating' table v55 moves between 
'"J'the‘positions in which it is shown inFigures 1 
‘land 2 and derives its reciprocatory motion» from 
"’ he reciprocating frame‘33, the ends of table55 

eingmounted uponhorizontally extending mem 
( sets-'51, the areal.‘ endsof which are connected to 
"-'~‘the—'frame~~33 by lost gmotion connectionseach 
-*-\icomprising a pin’ affixed to the reciprocating 
"5,'frame,~'which pin maybe the projecting end of. 

' "' tarts; and which works in a- sl0t'?59formed in 
’ "ember‘S‘L- vThe lower edges of- the horizontally 

"“Tex'tendingmembers‘?! rest upon rollers 60>so that 
these members‘ are maintained in horizontal posi 

“iitions ‘at all times but maybe freelyreciprocated 
"longitudinally. v 

"TBy. reason of-the lost‘ motion connection be 
_,.tweenimembers 51] and‘ the reciprocating frame 
1'33; the'table' 557wi1-l remainin retracted ‘position, 
as shown in" Figure 1; until the leading edges of’ 

6 
'- 1' the-upper group viof! sheets =to=1=be ifedahave Ibsen 
1’ "artiallyprojectedandlhave droppeddownwardly 

- " , oward v‘or (upon: the table below’. 3:5 ‘thereupon; the 
" ‘table-‘I55 1movesplijvlitl'rgthe‘ leading-iredges:iofi‘the 
5f’ sheets ?andéthesevre’nds‘ lwillibe supportedvthereby 
land carriedto theq'gathering position'T. " 

" v The vrocking ‘ table i567 willvremaiIr-iin ‘ithe.<hori 
‘ ' 'zonta1-1pos'ition-in, fwhich'; it-isi shown; inxFigure 1 
- i-untiIT-abOut the end {of :the feedingimovement'i of 

10>v thel f-ramev-and feedingiz device, ‘éwhereuponithis 
~- table,~ upon which the leading‘ ends; of-lthelsheets 
_= *‘of the lowermost series jf'ofgsheets have zbe‘enade 
~ : ‘posited; ywilli-beirock'ed 'or- tilted-upwardlyslllpon 
'~-~‘comple_tion¥ of this} tilting for: upward rocking-50f 
"*the table the ends of the sheetsio'fv lthellowera'group 

‘ willi also beI-pos‘ition‘ed hither-‘gatheringprograsp 
#- ing- zonevTx The mechamsm'i-fo .e?ectinglilthis 

‘orf-roekingl ofii-the-lltablei ‘r15 5. islv 40f éisim-ple 
“character-and comprises a pusherlelemen‘t 27: 

20 tending forwardly from the carriage i C5! W hich 
~' element“ 62 I is adapted to strike the ' downturned 
?angé'i?ii of ' the l" rocking! table '> 56 vandu-tot-lcause 

jthi'si-‘tablei- to tilt upwardly about ‘the: axiscofv-wthe 
‘horizontally disposed supporting rodwé?lpiupon 
'which-it is~'-_mounted. ~ It will be observed fromilan 
~‘iinspection- rofijFigure 3 that rod-'64: has'iit'siends 

' supported inithei frame A of the ,machine .Qand 
passes-through»- blocks 65_;a?iXed to I: the "down 

' turned flangeiportion163'of table256. ’ 7 

~ -- One" end‘of »rodi64:is provided with, af'knob: 64a 
by means'of which itmay be conveniently grasped 

, ‘by: the ‘hand and 1moved longitudinally ; (toward 
1 the right in Figure‘3) against the. action oflspring 

' '66‘ which-'encirclescthe rod.. :By such movement 
35 -notch--63a;'formed in ?ange‘63 of. the tiltingplat 

form mayi'be' brought-into; alignment‘ with push 
- err‘ 62: mounted onrcarriage_C,zthus permittingthe 
' ‘ carriage tolbemoved forwardly .without- actuat 

1 inglthe-tilting i plate .or table. aAn attendant can 
thenv easily: insert. fresh, piles. of : paper“ in the 
several-ircompartments,‘ the: feeding‘. devices vbeing 

‘ easily accessible ‘andv the. :tilting :table : being out 
'i _ of‘ theway. 

. ' i .It':will ,beiobserved'from arr-inspection of Fig 
_. ure 5 vthatrthe pusher element 62 is mounteduupon 
.tthesforwa‘rd endrof a-rod-68. Rod 68v~extends 
‘ through alignedapertures formed‘ in the parallel 
transversely extending members of the: carriage 

‘ - and is .slidable relativelyito thecarriage in- these 
apertures. A helical compression spring-569311 

: circling the'z-rod has ione-end-bearingupon the 
carriage- and the other vend .upOn' ; an ; annular 
member 10 adjustably secured to rod~-;_68;;by a 

7 set‘ screw. '7 The :action of: spring 69 maybe varied 
Til-by'adjustingabutment- 'Hl longitudinally; of_ rod 

v6.8. " _'I‘he:forward ‘position of' the pusher element 
62 may'bedeterminedzby'an adjustingstop mem 

-. ber’lZ along the lengthof ‘the rodrforward move 
Hment of theirod and pusher element under :the 
in?uence; of spring 69 being :terminatedzby» con 
gtact of member 12 against the transversexmember 
'31 ‘of-the carriage. , 

e '1 -It will beobserved from an inspection-of .Fig 
vures 1\ and 2 that‘ the forward :endsi'ofbthespile 

65 supporting ‘members ‘are equidistantly ‘spaced 
' from the-gathering station T or, mother words, 
the gathering station T comprises the axis of a 
theoretical cylinderof- which the leading edges 
of sheets resting in the respective piles comprise 

70 elements. ‘Each leading edge, therefore; travels 
an-‘equal distance from its position in the pile 
to 'thegathering‘ po'sition'and these edges, there 
fore, upon-reaching that positionparein sub 

' "stantial registry. * ' 

75' "-‘~'--'I‘he‘-'operator'~ofvthe machine can‘ therefore 

40 

60 
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hardly fail to grasp the leading edges of all sheets 
for each operation of the machine and the set of 
sheets which is transferred to the jogging machine 
will be complete. If no jogging machine is avail 
able to secure a perfect registration of the set 
thus withdrawn, these sheets may be readily 
placed incomplete registration manually by the 
operator who‘ will simply tap the corresponding 

. .lower edges of the sheetswof the set upon the 
table member 56 when that member is in its 
lowermost position, as shown in Figure l. The 
feeding of a set of sheets from the machine can 
be accomplished quickly and certainly by simply 

, pressing against the foot bar or treadle and, for 
reasons previously set forth, the leading edges 
are brought certainly and accurately to the grasp 
ing zone regardless of thenature of the paper 
being fed or the atmospheric or other conditions 
which may exist in the space in which the ma 
chine is located, ' , . 

. Themachine may of course be used in the 
collation of two or more sheets at each opera-, 
tion, or a larger number, up to its capacity. If 
less than the maximum number of sheets are to 
be fed, certain of the feeding devices should be 

. rendered inoperative in order that the sheet grip 
ping elementsmay not be unduly worn by rub 
bing directly against the metallic sheet sup 
porting shelves over which they move. This may 

. be accomplished by the means illustrated in Fig‘ 
ures 9 and 10. As shown in these ?gures a sheet 
feeding device may be rendered inoperative by 
inserting into the bin in which it islocated a 
member 80, preferably of sheet metal and hav 
ing an elongated vertically disposed blade like -. 
main portion 80a and a horizontal minor por 
tion or base 80b, portion 801) having integral 
therewith a flange .800. The forward margin of 
a pile supporting plate may thus be clamped 
between parts 802) and 80a and the device main 
tained in the position in which it is shown. 
When so positioned a transverse arm 24 or 25 

of the feeding element will rest and slide upon 
the horizontal'upper edge of part 80a and the 
rubber gripping elements maintained out of con 
tact'with any stationary part as the machine 
operates. The member 80 may also be used to 
laterally con?ne a pile of sheets, the blade like 
portion 80a being disposed to one side of the 
sheet feeding element. 
Having thus described the invention, what is 

claimed as new-and desired to be secured by 
» Letters Patent is: » 

1. In a collator, in combination, a plurality 
of superposed supports each adapted to support 
a pile of sheets, means for simultaneously feed 
ing, in a common direction, a sheet from each 
of such piles, and mechanism for supporting the 
superposed leading edges of a plurality of such 
sheets while such sheets are being fed, said 
mechanism including a member disposed below 
said pile supports upon which the leading ends 
of the advancing sheets may rest, and means 
for advancing said member in sheet feeding di 

. rection and thereafter returning the same to 
initial position preparatory to a second sheet 
feeding operation. 

.2. ,In a collator, in combination, a plurality of 
superposed supports each adapted to support a 
pile of sheets, means for simultaneously feed 

1 ing, in a common direction, a sheet from each 
of such piles, and mechanism for supporting the 
superposed leading edges of a plurality of such 
sheets while such sheets are being, fed, said 
mechanism including a'member disposedbelow 

said pile supports upon which the leading ends 
of the advancing sheets may rest, and means 
for advancing and retracting said member along 
a predetermined path of movement. 

3. In a collator, in combination, a plurality of 
superposed supports each adapted to support a 

~ pile of sheets, means for simultaneously feeding, 

20 
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in a common direction, a sheet from each of 
such piles, and mechanism for supporting the 
superposed leading edges of a plurality of such 
sheets while such sheets are being fed, said 
mechanism including a table disposed below said 
pile supports upon which the leading ends of 
the advancing sheets rest, and means for re 
ciprocating the table along a ?xed, generally 
horizontal path. 

4. In a collator, in combination, a plurality of 
superposed supports each adapted to support a 
pile of sheets, means for simultaneously feed 
ing, in a common direction, a sheet from'each 
of such piles, and mechanism for supporting the 
superposed leading edges of a, plurality of such 
sheets while such sheets are being fed, said 
mechanism including a member disposed below 
said pile supports upon which the leading ends 
of the advancing sheets may rest and actuating 
means for advancing said member and moving 
said sheet feeding means in sheet feeding direc 
tion. ' 

5. The combination set forth in claim 1 in 
which the pile supports, at the'delivery ends 
thereof, are horizontally offset in the direction 
in which the sheets are fed therefrom so that 
the leading edges of sheets simultaneously fed 
from piles resting thereon are substantially coin 
cident when disposed upon said member. 

6. In a collator, in combination, a plurality of 
superposed supports each adapted to support a 
pile of sheets, means for simultaneously feed 
ing, in a common direction, a sheet from each 
of such piles, and mechanism for supporting the 
superposed leading edges of a plurality of such 
sheets while such sheets are being fed, said mech 
anism including a member disposed below said 
pile supports upon which the leading ends of 
the advancing sheets may rest and actuating 
means for advancing said member and moving 
said sheet feeding means in sheet feeding direc 
tion, the said actuating means initiating the mo 
tion of the sheet feeding means in sheet feeding 
direction prior to initiating movement of the 
sheet supporting member in the same direction. 

7. In a collator, in combination, a vertical 
series of supports for piles of paper, means for 
simultaneously feeding‘ sheets from said piles, a 
member disposed below, said pile supports hav 
ing a surface upon which the leading ends of 
sheets thus fed are received and by which they 
are supported, and mechanism for actuating said 
sheet feeding means and said memberin timed 
relationship so that, at about the end of the 
feeding operation, said member is caused to lift 
the ends of the sheets resting thereon to a posi 
tion at which they may be simultaneously grasped. 

8. In a collator, in combination, a vertical 
series of supports for piles of paper, means for 
simultaneously feeding sheets from said piles, a 
member having a surface upon which the leading 
ends of sheets thus fed are received and by which 
they are supported, said member being mounted 
for rocking movement about an axis adjacent the 
support for the lowermost pile, and mechanism 
for actuating said sheet feeding means and for 
rocking said member in timed relationship there 
with so that, after the sheet ends have been 
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‘ deposited upon said member, they will be lifted 
to a position at which they may be simultaneously 
grasped. 

9. In a collator, in combination, a vertical series 
of paper pile supports which includes upper and 
lower groups of such supports, a sheet feeding 
device movable over each pile, a member disposed 
intermediate said groups of supports and mounted 
for reciprocation in the direction in which said 
device moves when feeding sheets, for receiving 
the leading ends of sheets fed from the upper 
most piles of the vertical series, a second mem 
ber having a surface adapted to receive and sup 
port the leading ends of sheets from the lower 
most piles of the vertical series, said member 
being mount-ed for movement in such manner as 
to raise and lower its sheet supporting surface, 
and mechanism for simultaneously actuating 
said sheet feeding devices, and actuating said 
members to bring together at a single station 
the leading edges of all sheets fed at one time. 

10. In a collator, in combination, means for 
supporting a series of piles of paper in superposed 
relation, the uppermost piles of the series consti 
tuting a group and the remaining piles a lower 
group, and mechanism for simultaneously feed 
ing sheets from said piles and bringing the lead 
ing edges thereof to a single station to be grasped, 
said mechanism including means movable in a 
generally vertical direction for lifting the lead 
ing edges of the sheets fed from the lowermost 
pile. 

11. In a collator, in combination, means for 
supporting a series of piles of paper in superposed 
relation, the uppermost piles of the series consti 
tuting a group and the remaining piles a lower 
group, and mechanism for simultaneously feed 
1113 sheets from said piles and bringing the lead 
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ing edges thereof to a single station to be grasped, 
said mechanism including means mounted for 
movement in a generally vertical direction up 
wardly from an initial station adjacent the lower 
most pile supporting means, for elevating the 
leading ends- of sheets of the lower group, and 
means for actuating said second mentioned means 
in timed relation to said sheet feeding means. 

12. In a collator, in combination, means for 
supporting a series of piles of paper in super 
posed relation, the uppermost piles of the series 
constituting a group and the remaining piles a 
lower group, and mechanism for simultaneously 
feeding sheets from said piles and bringing the 
leading edges thereof to a single station to be 
grasped, said mechanism including means dis 
posed intermediate said groups of supports for 
limiting downward movement of the sheets of the 
upper group and a separate means for elevating 
the leading ends of the sheets of the lower group. 

NILS G. HERNBLAD. 
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